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Apart from some trivial exceptions, a finite incidence structure is a finite 
projective space, if the following conditions are satisfied (i) every three non- 
collinear points are incident with the same number of blocks, (ii) every block 
is incident with the same number of points, (iii) there are as many points as 
blocks. 
1. STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM 
In [4] the author introduced a smooth incidence structure as an incidence 
structure (understood in the sense of Dembowski 123) with a smoothness 
condition 
(G) x, y, z E 8, x # ((v, z)) 3 [x, y, z] = f 3 1. The main result of 
this paper was that (G), an intersection condition 
(A) B,De93, B+D=>[B,D]=O or [B,D]=p>l, and a 
nondegeneracy condition 
(N) no point is incident with all blocks, and no block is incident 
with all points 
together imply 3 to be a smooth design, which is locally symmetric (see 
also Cameron [l]). So it is a trivial consequence of (G) and (A) that all 
blocks have the same length. Therefore, it seems to be of some interest to 
investigate the consequences of the weaker conditions (G) and 
(R. 1) every block is incident with exactly k points, v - 2 > k 3 2. 
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Of special interest is the question whether or not (R. 2) or (R. 1) can be 
deduced from (G) and (R. 1) (for notations see [2]). 
In this paper I give a complete answer to these questions in the important 
special case b = v. 
THEOREM. Let the conditions (G), (R. l), and (N) be satisfied in afinite 
incidence structure with as many points as blocks. Then either 3 is trivial or 
a finite projective space of dimension > 3. 
Here, a trivial incidence structure is defined by its incidence matrix as 
follows 
J is the (k - 1, k - I)-matrix all of whose entries are 1, and E is the 
(k - I, k - 1) identity matrix. 
2. PRELIMINARY &WLTS 
We suppose that 3 = (9’,8, I) is a finite incidence structure, v is the 
number of points, and b is the number of blocks. Throughout the paper 
we assume the conditions (G), (R. l), and (N) to be valid. 
As usual, we define lines to be the point subsets ((x, y)) for arbitrary 
x, y E 9, x + y, and planes to be the point subsets ((x, y, z)) for arbitrary 
noncollinear points. 
Then the conditions (G) and (N) guarantee that the joining line of two 
points and the joining plane of three noncollinear points x, y, z are unique 
(see [4, Lemma 11). 
LEMMA 1. Let (( p, q)) be, a fixed line. Then Z$C~,~)) is a tactical con- 
$&ration with v - t points, f blocks through every point, h blocks, and 
k - t points on each block. The parameters are connected by the equation 
(v-t).f=(k-t).X. 
Here, t and X are defined as t = [( p, q)], h = [p, q]. 
(1) 
The proof of Lemma 1 can be omitted. 
Since we are interested in realizations of the conditions (G), (R. l), and 
(N), which are not’ smooth designs, we suppose that there are lines of 
length tl ,..., t, , tl -=c .** < tm , m > 2. Then h, is the number of blocks, 
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which contain a given line of length ti , i = I,..., m. We define fi by the 
equations 
Ai =A +f, i = I,..., m (2) 
and rewrite (I) as 
(v - Wf =.fxk - ti1, i = I,..., m (3) 
Notice that for fixed p E B the system 3,* of lines and blocks through p 
build up an S-linked design (for definition of a A-linked design see [6]). 
Therefore, we have the inequality 
% G [PI for all p E 9. (4) 
nl, is here the number of lines through p. Next, let B be a block 
not containing p. Then there are exactly k lines through p, which meet B. 
Hence the number of lines through p is at least k, i.e, 
k < n2, . (5) 
k G IPI (6) 
is then a consequence of (4) and (5). Since 
c [P] = b - k, 
PE.9 
we obtain 
b 2 v, (7) 
with equality iff [p] = k for all p E 9. For fixed p E B we define ai to be 
the number of lines through p, which have length ti , i = l,..., m. By a 
counting argument we obtain 
v - 1 = t a& - l), (8) 
i=l 
bl(k - 1) = f(v - I) + $a& - I), (9) 
.s 
np = f Q. 
i-l 
3. ?-i-D3 PROOF OF THE TI-IFlOREM 
b = v implies [p] = n, = k for all p E 9. Hence, the f-linked design is 
square-f-linked, and a block in 3,* contains either i or k + 1 - i lines 
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(see Ryser [5] or Woodall [6]). We may assume that there is a point 
y E 9 and blocks B, D E 3,* so that B contains i and D contains k + 1 - i 
lines through y. Otherwise for each-given y either all blocks would contain 
i lines or all blocks would contain k + 1 - i lines through y. Of course, 
3,* would be a symmetric design for ally. Since in a symmetric (v’, k’, A’)- 
design - given u’ and h’ - k’ is uniquely determined, this implies that 
either all blocks in 5 would contain 1 lines through a point or all blocks 
in 3 would contain k + 1 - i lines through a point. As a consequence, 
every line would be contained in the same number of blocks, which is by 
Lemma 1 equivalent to (R. 2), i.e., 3 is a design. 
Furthermore, 3 is symmetric and smooth and therefore a projective 
space (see [3]), whose dimension is greater or equal to three. The last is a 
consequence of f >, 1. The same conclusion holds if we assume equal 
length for all lines. 
This is one part of the proof. We continue in proving the other part: 
Since one of the numbers i and k + 1 - i is greater than k/2, more than 
half of the lines through y, which are contained in B (in D resp.), consist 
of two points, i.e., 
tl = 2. (11) 
We prove the following simple lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Every line meets every block. 
Proof. Let ((x, y)) be a line and Bf y. Then there are exactly nY = k 
lines through y, and each of the k points on B can be joined with y by a 
line. So the given line must meet B. 
As a consequence of (1 l), there exists a line ((p, q)) = {p, q}. Every 
block contains p or q. Thus, the number of blocks can be calculated as 
v = b = ~-PI+ M - [P, 4. 
From this we get, 
v = 2k - cf+fi) < 2k. (12) 
From (8) and (12) we obtain that more than half of the lines through p 
must consist of two points. Next, we choose s # q with ((p, s)) = {p, s}. 
p, q and s do not lie on a line and, therefore, they are contained in exactly 
fblocks 23 = {B, ,..., B,}. Furthermore, q and s are incident with B\(p). 
Since g\(p) n !B = O, this implies 
Ia4 = I ~\(dl + I 2~ I = @ - k) +J (13) 
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Then it follows from (3) that the line ((q, s)) contains exactly k -j-points. 
These points are incident with the u - k +f blocks S?\(p) u (13. In 
addition, every point on this line is incident withf, further blocks. From 
(13) we then get the inequality 
k -f2ft(k -f>, 
which yieldsf, = 1 and (v - k)f= k - 2. This and (12) imply, 
(k-f- l)f=k-2. (14) 
The solutions of (14) are f = k - 2 and f = 1. If f = k - 2 
then u = k + 1, a case, which is excluded by (R. 1). If f = 1, 
then u = 2(k - 1). The line ((q, s)) contains exactly k - 1 points, and 
these points are incident with k - 1 blocks. This implies that 3 has an 
incidence matrix as given in the theorem. 
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